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Corrigendum 
Volume 23, Number 2 (1981) in the article, “Independence Results in Computer 
Science?” by Deborah Joseph and Paul Young. 
V. Sperschneider has pointed out that the construction of still-another-simple set S 
in [2, p. 2181 does not work because markers of high priority may force elements into 
S that markers of low priority may later require to be in their protect set. In spite of 
the fact that we explicitly claimed that such honesty is required, the construction does 
not exploit the linear honesty of the functions pnltkj. We note, however, that the 
theorems of [2] are all correct and that the construction is easily repaired: to do so, 
one simply replaces the three lines (p. 218) 
(z)] or $J,,(~,(z) = s, whichever happens first.] 
is honest and monotonically increasing for z6 
“Set i = 0; 
While d, is active and (pz$,,(z) < s 
and @$:)(z) < c* ISI 
Set i = i + 1;” 
In addition, in the remainder of the construction of S, replace each occurrence of 
“a)n,(&Y’ by “dc,&Y’ 
Note that linear honesty is now exploited in checking whether (ozci,(z) < S. 
Although the construction of S as given here is closer to the construction of S in [ 1 ] 
than that given in [2], the construction in [l] does require essentially the same 
correction. 
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